Call to Peace

This walking song has two easy-to-learn alternating melodies
the first one on page 1 for verses 1,3,5,7
the second one on page 2 for verses 2,4,6

For a shorter version leave out
verses 4+5
2. Call our lovers, call our brothers, call our
4. Call from the mountains, call from the rivers, from the
6. Call from the sun, call from the moon, call the

2-6. Call, ____________
4. Call from the
6. Call the

2-6. Call, ____________
call, ____________

families, call our enemies, let us all, call to peace.
deserts, call the wind out, but call, call to peace.

families, call our enemies, let us all, call to peace.
deserts, call the wind out, but call, call to peace.

---
2. call our enemies, let us all, call to peace.
4. from the forests, always call, call to peace.
6. call the wind out, but call, call to peace.